EHS meeting, March 3, 2015

1. Last meetings minutes

New info on fire prevention will be held. The fire alarm at UID will call directly to the fire station, without delayed alarm.

Work Environment

Workshop staff will remind degree students about security issues again, before the exam period.

One part of the budget for the year is dedicated for additional purchase of work environment equipment and furniture.

FeelGood has been contacted about CPR and First aid education. The new agreement with UmU yet not ready.

Truck driver’s license needed for Lars and David. Patrik will check up how to proceed.

Repitory control for the workshop staff for monitoring chemical exposure. Patrik will send data to FeelGood.

Fire protection inspection finished and submitted.

A new sign for reassembly point for UID is arranged.

Ställverket’s comment on the workshop

Suction hoses are corrected.

The tables tops are rough. Lars will look into what can be arranged for.

Routines needed for how to take care of the tables and also tools for filler. (Lars och Patrik)

Pappershanteringsutrustning. (Lars och Patrik)
2. Information from Work environment

Air quality measurement has been made in the Research studio. Nothing deviant, the values for humidity, carbon dioxide and temperature in the research lab were all okay.

Discussions on the temperature in IDI and Research studio. Each studio has to agree on setting one temperature in the room.

Fire equipment - escape mattresses. We need two here at UID. The question is raised with Lisa Björk will if there is a joint interest for buying this at campus.

Color codes for dots on the floor to show the opening radius. (Titti/Anders)

ITS will install cooling aggregate in the KK-room. Venting will be built through the Black room. Follow up so it is done when no lectures take place. (Titti)

Test with keyboards in the Green PC lab for the cintiq. (Peder)

Personalenheten (Angnes Lundström) Meeting with head of department and students 11/3 on reports on stress and pressure in work environment.

3. Equal Access

Statistics begun (teachers, students etc) (Peter/Pernilla/Ingela)

Distribution of teachers /what to do?

UID website, update members of EHS (Titti)

4. Next meeting

April 7, 2015.

Minutes / Peter Lundholm